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As you review each of these six MoneyDNA Blueprints, check the boxes by any of the signs that this 

thinking or behavior is present for you today. As you follow along in the MoneyDNA Blueprint bonus call 

write down the strategies for each blueprint. I’ll ask you to pick the MoneyDNA Blueprint you are most 

seeing yourself in right now as the focus for our 90 day program together. You might notice that you see 

yourself in multiple blueprints. Just pick the one you think is most like you right now. 

Avoider 

� Belief: I’m not good with money 

� Story: “I don’t understand numbers and I’ll just screw it up” or “NAME is better 

with money than I am.” 

� Values System: Primarily “Save the world” but can be any of them 

� Avoids dealing with money 

� Does not routinely balance checkbook or track finances 

� Does not know how much money they have 

� Does not know how much debt they have 

� Tend to over-delegate or abdicate money handling 

� Often gets surprised with costly fines or massive debts 

 

MoneyDNA Strategy 

1.    

2.    

3.    

4.    

 

Under Earner 

� Belief: “I don’t deserve to be financially successful” or “I’m not 

good enough” 

� Story: “I’m not the person who makes money” 

� Values System: “Being Right” or “Save the World” 

� Consistently broke or barely paying the bills 
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� Doesn’t charge enough or accepts low pay 

� Does not have savings 

� Lots of money fears and worries about how to make it all work 

� Debt counseling, negotiation or possibly bankruptcy in past or being considered 

� Difficult time believing that their financial situation COULD improve 

� Pattern of victim mentality or lack consciousness 

 

MoneyDNA Strategy 

1.    

2.    

3.    

4.    

 

Monk 

� Belief: “Money is bad/evil” or “It’s not spiritual to have wealth.” 

� Story: “It’s my birthright to serve in poverty.” 

� Value System: “Save the world.” 

� Belief formed from religion, family values or painful relationship with “evil 

wealth” 

� Consciously rejects having more money and success because 

“spiritual people don’t chase money.” 

� Deeply desires having big impact or using their passions in their work 

� Often feel repulsed by sales and marketing 

� Just want to do what they love 

� Prayer and affirmations are strategy to attract enough money 
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MoneyDNA Strategy 

1.    

2.    

3.     

4.   

 

Busy-Addict 

� Belief: “There will never be enough” or “I have to work harder to get 

ahead.” 

� Story: “There is never enough time to get everything done.” 

� Values System: “Build Success” or “Order” 

� Lots of activity and chaos in a successful business 

� COST of being busy all the time is taking toll (energy failing, health 

issues, depression, overwhelm, no time for family, etc.) 

� Disorganized, never have time to handle things properly 

� Tends to make things very complicated in running the business 

� Doesn’t have enough help (or the right help) in business 

� Perfection required in order to move forward 

� Always have to be “doing” something  

� No time for self-care  

� Lacks routines and systems to properly manage cash flow (or other key business operations) 

 

MoneyDNA Strategy 

1.    

2.    

3.    

4.    
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Hoarder 

� Belief: “There is limited money in the world.” 

� Story: “I need to get ahead while I can” or “I could lose it all 

any day.” 

� Values System: “Order” 

� Belief stems from family patterns, religion or deep loss of 

money/safety 

� Work hard to stash lots of money to feel safe 

� End ends justify the means mentality. 

� Is willing to cut corners or step on anyone to get ahead. 

� Worried/fearful they will lose it all some day 

� Strategy is to protect themselves and their fortune  

� Tends to stash money in untouchable investments for the future but lives meagerly in the day to 

day of life. 

� Lives in a paradigm of “feeling” broke even if they have lots of wealth 

   

MoneyDNA Strategy 

1.    

2.    

3.     

4.   
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Thriver 

� Belief: “Abundance is my birthright.” 

� Story: “The world is my oyster” and “I can have whatever I 

put my mind to.” 

� Values System: “Integration of Fulfillment and Success” 

� Sees what’s possible and focuses on what they need to do to 

achieve it  

� Expects to achieve more money and success 

� Take action from inspiration vs. fear 

� Invests in self, resources to achieve goals 

� Uses a system to manage cash flow and create reserves 

� Committed to fulfillment first, business second 

� Looks for opportunities to expand (and ruthlessly rejects ideas/opportunities that contract.) 

 

MoneyDNA Strategy 

1.    

2.    

3.     

4.   

 


